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Abstract 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the impact of using the 5 E's 

instructional model on secondary stage students' grammar learning. The 

model was applied by ten prospective teachers in five secondary stage classes 

to teach English grammar. A qualitative assessment questionnaire designed 

by the researcher was used for investigating improvement in students' learning 

of grammar and for evaluating the application of the model in English 

teaching. Results showed significant improvement in students' learning of 

grammar which proves that the5 E's instructional model can be used to 

enhance English learning in TEFL classes.  
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تحسين تعلم قواعد اللغة الإنجليزية لدى  " التعليمى فى E's 5استخدام نموذج "

 طلاب المرحلة الثانوية

 ملخص

" التعليمي على تعلم  طلاب المرحلة  "E's 5 هدفت هذه الدراسة إلى التحققق من أثر استخدام  نموذج  

الثانوية لقواعد اللغة الإنجليزية. قام بتطبيق النموذج أثناء تدريس قواعد اللغة الإنجليزية عشرة من 

الطلاب المعلمين خلال التدريب الميدانى داخل خمس فصول فى  المرحلة الثانوية. استخدمت الدراسة 

باحثة للتحقق من تحسن  تعلم الطلاب لقواعد اللغة و كذلك لتقييم  استبيان التقييم النوعي الذي صممته ال

تطبيق النموذج فى تدريس اللغة الإنجليزية. أظهرت النتائج تحسنًا ظاهرا في تعلم الطلاب لقواعد اللغة 

فى فصول تدريس اللغة الإنجليزية كلغة لتحسين التعلم      " "E's 5 مما يثبت أنه يمكن استخدام نموذج  

.وقدمت الدراسة أكثر من تطبيق تربوى للنموذج وأوصت  باستخدامه لتحقيق أغراض تربوية  أجنبية

 متعددة فى مجال تدريس اللغة الإنجليزية.  

 

التعليمى ، تعلم قواعد اللغة الإنجليزية، ، فصول تدريس اللغة    " "E's 5 نموذج  الكلمات المفتاحية:

 الإنجليزية كلغة أجنبية. 
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1. Introduction 

Many fields of education use the 5 E's instructional model. Despite its 

popularity, the model's application in the field of teaching English is limited. 

The model has five phases; each begins with the letter 'e'. The phases are 

represented by the verbs: engage, explore, explain, elaborate, and evaluate. 

Engage is the first phase of the 5 E's model in which students make 

connections between past and present learning experiences and become 

mentally engaged in the concept, process, or skill to be learned. Explore is the 

second phase of the 5 E's that provides students with a common base of 

experiences to develop concepts, processes, and skills. As for the third phase, 

explain, it provides opportunities for students to verbalize their conceptual 

understanding or to demonstrate new skills and also provides opportunities for 

teachers to introduce formal terms. In the fourth phase, elaborate, students 

extend their conceptual understanding and practice skills. The final phase in 

the model is evaluate. In this phase students assess their understanding and 

abilities and teachers evaluate students' understanding of key concepts and 

skill development. 

The 5 E's instructional model is based on the constructivist approach to 

learning. With a constructivist approach, students synthesize new 

understanding from prior learning and new information. The constructivist 

teacher asks students to work with their own data and learn to direct their own 

explorations. Constructivist approaches work well with learners of all ages, 

including adults. Similarly, the 5 E's can be used with students of all ages.  
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The following study investigates the effectiveness of the model in teaching 

English grammar to EFL learners. Most EFL learners, as previous research 

has noted, have difficulty in learning grammar rules (Brown, 2007; 

Mohammed and Jaber, 2008; Obaid, 2010; El-Tanani, 2011; Dang and 

Nguyen, 2012; Zamani and Mohammadi, 2014; and Negahdaripour and 

Amirghassemi, 2016).  

Grammar certainly received proper focus in the TEFL research. Reviewing 

previous research on grammar teaching and learning in the EFL context shows 

that there are essential issues that received focus. Among these issues, there 

is the preference between the inductive and the deductive methods for 

grammar teaching. In this concern, Brown (2007, p. 423) discusses the 

following question: "should grammar be presented inductively or 

deductively?" In an Inductive method, various language forms are practiced 

but learners are left to discover rules on their own. However, in a deductive 

method, learners are given rules by the teacher or textbook and then practice 

various instances of language to which the rule applies.  

In that sense, previous research has studied the effects of using inductive and 

deductive approaches and the interaction between these approaches for 

teaching grammar in an EFL context. The results indicate significant 

differences in favor of the deductive group (Mohammed and Jaber, 2008; 

Dang and Nguyen, 2012; and  Negahdaripour and Amirghassemi, 2016) 

However, other studies that have attempted to find differences between 

inductive and deductive methods in teaching grammar have found no evidence 

of significant differences between the two methods (Zamani and Mohammadi, 
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2014). Thus, there is not an agreement on which approach is more effective to 

teach grammar in an EFL context and the debate is still open in this respect. 

Moreover, reviewing previous research on grammar teaching and learning 

points out that there are some common treatments that were applied for the 

purpose of improving grammar. Examples of these treatments are: Teaching 

grammar through writing as recommended in Weaver, Nally, and Moerman 

(2001) and Thornbury (2004), though drama and literature as applied in the 

study of Boudreault (2010), through songs as outlined by Orlova (2003) and 

Brown (2006), and through games and problem-solving activities as in the 

study of Saricoban and Metin (2000). 

From another perspective, the researcher in the present study applied a new 

treatment, the 5 E's instructional model, in teaching EFL learners grammar 

rules. There is a relation between the model phases and grammar learning. In 

other words, there is a similarity between the phases that compose the model 

and the three phases of teaching grammar. Basically, effective grammar 

lessons are usually composed of three phases: presentation, practice, and 

production (Brown, 2000; Harmer, 2001). To help students reach the 

objectives of the lesson, teacher introduces the new language well in the first 

phase of the lesson: this is the presentation phase. Then, students need to have 

plenty of activities to help them to practice the new language: this is the 

practice phase. Lastly, the students need time to use the new language they 

have learned: this is the production phase. The three phases of grammar 

teaching are actually included in the phases of the 5E's model. Engagement 

and exploration represent the presentation phase. Explanation and elaboration 
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stand for the practice phase.  Evaluating students' responses or answers 

reflects the production phase. The similarity between both phases, of teaching 

grammar and of the 5E's model, represents the rationale or the logical reason 

for the applicability of using the 5E's model to teach English grammar. 

Secondary stage students find grammar the most difficult in their English 

learning. They lack the ability to connect prior knowledge with new grammar 

rules. Moreover, they have difficulty in the application of what they learned 

in producing correct sentences in an oral or a written form. In other words, 

they face difficulty in connecting the theoretical knowledge they gained and 

the skills they must perform. This problem was noticed by the researcher 

while attending English classes in many secondary schools during practicum 

supervision. Interviewing English teachers and supervisors confirmed the 

problem. Reviewing previous literature also proves that many researchers, 

such as Mohammed and Jaber (2008); Obaid (2010); El-Tanani (2011); and 

Jendeya (2015), noticed the grammar learning problem and focused on 

improving grammar learning using various independent variables. 

1.1 Statement of the Problem 

The problem of the study thus can be identified as follows: Secondary stage 

students have difficulty in learning grammar and inability to connect between 

the theoretical knowledge they gained and the skills they must perform. 

Hence, this study sought to find an answer to the following main question: 

How does grammar learning of secondary stage students improve as a result 

of using the 5 E's instructional model? 
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The following sub-questions were also answered: 

1- What are the main features of the 5 E's instructional model? 

2- How far is the 5 E's instructional model effective in enhancing English 

grammar learning of secondary stage students? 

1.2 Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of the study was to determine the effect of using the 5 E's 

instructional model in enhancing English grammar learning of secondary 

stage students. 

1.3 Significance of the Study 

The significance of the study stems from the following considerations: 

- The treatment and the instrument presented in the study might be 

beneficial to EFL researchers. 

- The treatment and the teaching sample might be beneficial to EFL 

teachers. 

- The study might provide guidelines upon which further treatments may 

be designed to develop various skills of EFL learners.  

1.4 Limitations of the Study 

This study was restricted to: 

- The five phases included in the 5E's instructional model. 

-  The qualitative assessment questionnaire to investigate the impact of 

using the model in enhancing grammar learning. 
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- A sample of secondary stage students. 

- Prospective teachers to apply the model in their teaching classes during 

practicum.  

1.5 Definition of Terms 

The 5E's instructional model 

Bybee (1997, p.176) defines the 5E's instructional model as an approach that 

allows students redefine, reorganize, elaborate, and change their initial 

concepts through self-reflection and interaction with their peers and their 

environment. 

According to Anil and Batdi (2015, p.212), the 5E's instructional model is a 

five stages based model that is considered one of the most useful forms in 

designing teaching processes based on the constructivist theory of learning. 

The different stages of learning included in the model are: engage, explore, 

explain, elaborate and evaluate. 

In the present study, the 5E's instructional model is defined as an instructional 

model based on five stages, which are engage, explore, explain, elaborate and 

evaluate, applied by prospective teachers in their teaching classes during 

practicum to enhance grammar learning of secondary stage students. 

Grammar 

Obaid (2010, p.15) defines grammar as the logical and structural rules that 

govern the composition of sentences, phrases, and words in any given natural 

language. The term refers also to the study of such rules, and this field includes 
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morphology and syntax, often complemented by phonetics, phonology, 

semantics, and pragmatics. 

According to Swan (2009, p.19), grammar is the rules that show how words 

are combined, arranged or changed to show certain kinds of meaning. 

The researcher adopts this definition as it suits the purpose of secondary stage 

students' grammar learning that is producing correct language in different 

contexts using the right rules and structure. 

2. Review of Literature 

2.1 Grammar  

Phases of Grammar Teaching 

According  to  Carless (2009) and Maftoon (2012), teaching grammatical  

forms  involves presentation  of  new  language  item,  practice  of  the  item  

under  controlled  conditions,  and  a production phase in which the learners 

try out the form in a more communicative context. This has been referred to 

as the P.P.P. approach and it forms the basis of grammar teaching. 

Hence, grammar lessons are usually composed of three phases: presentation, 

practice, and production. One of the best ways of helping students to reach the 

objectives of the lesson is to introduce the new language well in the first phase 

of the lesson: this is the presentation phase. Then, students need to have plenty 

of activities to help them to practice the new language: this is the practice 

phase. Lastly, the students need time to use the new language they have 

learned in order to communicate with each other: this is the production phase 
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(Brown, 2000; Harmer, 2001). The phases are presented in detail with in the 

following lines.   

For presenting grammatical structures, there are two methods: presenting 

structure directly or indirectly. The Indirect method is also called the inductive 

presentation. The direct method is known as the deductive presentation. 

Thornbury (1999, p.9) provides the following definitions of these terms: A 

deductive approach starts with the presentation of a rule and is followed by 

examples in which the rule is applied. However, an inductive approach starts 

with some examples from which a rule is inferred. Common techniques of the 

direct method are: a) Repetition, giving a clear model and asking the students 

to listen and repeat two or three times; b) Writing, the teacher writes the 

structure clearly on the board. Then presents rules and explanations by using 

colored chalk or underlining important parts; c) Direct explanation, the 

teacher explains directly how to make a particular grammatical structure; d) 

Story,  another way of presenting the form of grammatical structures directly 

is by asking the students to underline particular grammatical points in the text. 

Students have to find a grammatical rule. Students can do this by discussion 

in pairs or groups; and e) Comparison, a way of presenting the grammar 

directly is that the teacher writes two similar grammatical structures on the 

board. Students must discuss the difference in form. This technique is 

particularly useful when comparing different tenses.      

The second phase of the lesson is practice. The teacher selects an activity that 

encourages meaningful repetition of the pattern. The activities should be 

planned in such a way that begins with controlled activities and move toward 
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less controlled ones. In order to give further practice of a particular structure. 

It will almost certainly be necessary to prepare some kind of exercise based 

on the structure. There are several choices for exercise type, here are some 

suggestions: a) Repetition, the easiest way to practice the structure would be 

to do a repetition drill. The teacher presents different examples and the 

students repeat them; b) Substitution, the students have to fit in the structure; 

c) Single word prompt, the teacher gives a word as a prompt and the students 

give examples; d) Picture prompts, the teacher shows a picture as a prompt 

and the students make sentence based on the picture; and e) Free substitution, 

students make their own sentences based on the model that is presented by the 

teacher.   

As for production, in this communicative phase less control over grammatical 

structure is exercised than during the practice phase. The aim during this phase 

is to have students use the structures they have been practicing in as natural 

and fluid way as possible.  

Principles of Teaching Grammar 

The presentation of grammar to learners should facilitate learning in many 

ways: it can provide input for noticing output and accurate forms of English; 

it can provide information about the communicative use of language structures 

by contextualizing them in spoken and written forms; it can give information 

implicitly through exposure to examples or explicitly through instruction on 

the stylistic variation of language form (Hedge, 2000 as cited in Ellis, 2006, 

p.84). 
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As for Thornbury (2004), the rules of teaching of grammar are as follows: 

a. The rule of context: teaching grammar in context. 

b. The rule of use: teaching grammar in order to facilitate the 

learners’ comprehension and production of real language. 

c. The rule of economy: economizing on presentation time in order 

to provide maximum practice time. 

d. The rule of relevance: teaching only the grammar that students 

have problems with. 

e. The rule of nurture: teaching does not necessarily cause learning. 

f. The rule of appropriateness: interpreting all the above rules 

according to the levels, needs, interests, expectations and 

learning styles of the students (p.153). 

Moreover, Ellis (2006, p.102) refers to the principles of grammar teaching 

from a broad sense: Grammar teaching involves any instructional technique 

that draws learners’ attention to some specific grammatical form in such a way 

that it helps them either to understand it meta-linguistically and/or process it 

in comprehension and/or production so that they can internalize it. 

Previous Research on Grammar Teaching and Learning 

Grammar teaching represents a virtual domain of teaching and learning 

English language. Accordingly, this issue was given much attention by EFL 

researchers who cater for improving grammar learning via different variables. 

Following are some of the research conducted to improve grammar teaching 

and learning: 
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In the study of Obaid (2010), the researcher adopted three grammar teaching 

approaches (the inductive, the deductive and the contextualized approaches) 

to develop achievement in English grammar among the eleventh graders in 

Khan Younis Governorate. The study indicated that there were statistically 

significant differences in the eleventh graders' achievement in English 

grammar due to the method of teaching in favor of the contextualized 

approach. Based on the findings, the study recommended the necessity of 

implementing the contextualized approach in teaching English grammar in 

order to bring about better outcomes in students' achievement in English 

language.  

As for El-Tanani (2011), the aim of the study was to investigate the existing 

grammar teaching techniques among sixth graders in the Gaza Strip in order 

to suggest a practical framework of effective and appropriate techniques for 

teaching grammar communicatively among Palestinian sixth graders. It also 

aimed at investigating whether the suggested framework developed sixth 

graders' performance to use the language in context and inspired their attitudes 

to be positive towards communicative grammar teaching. The results of the 

data analysis showed that sixth grade English language teachers used neither 

effective nor appropriate techniques or procedures to teach grammar 

communicatively,  that the suggested framework of teaching grammar 

communicatively proved to be effective and beneficial, and that sixth graders 

agreed on gaining linguistic and affective benefits from the communicative 

grammar teaching method. 

Furthermore, the study of Ishtawi (2011) investigated the effect of game 
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strategy on the learning of English grammar among twelfth grade students at 

Gaza governmental schools. In the light of the findings, the researcher 

recommended the necessity of implementing educational game strategy in 

teaching English grammar to achieve better outcomes in students' 

achievement in English language.  

Moreover, Yolgaeldili and Arikan (2011) explored the effectiveness of using 

games in teaching grammar to young learners from the viewpoints of Turkish 

EFL teachers working in primary schools. To achieve this aim, this study was 

designed as a descriptive study with the aim of exploring the beliefs and habits 

of Turkish EFL teachers’ towards using games in young learners’ English 

classes. The findings of this study showed that games are an important and 

necessary part of English language teaching and learning in the context of 

primary schools English lessons simply because they provided EFL teachers 

with many instructional advantages.  

Similarly, Abu Shagga (2014) aimed to investigate the effectiveness of using 

computerized educational games on developing aspects of English grammar 

among deaf ninth graders in Gaza Governorates. To achieve this aim, the 

researcher adopted a quasi-experimental approach. The study recommended 

the necessity of implementing computerized games in teaching English 

grammar to make better outcomes in deaf students' achievement in English 

language.  

Jigsaw Strategy was used by Saker (2015) to develop Palestinian tenth 

graders’ English grammar learning. The findings of the study revealed that 

there were significant differences in learning English grammar between both 
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the experimental and the control groups in favor of the experimental group. In 

the light of those findings, the researcher recommended the necessity of 

implementing jigsaw strategy in teaching and learning English grammar to 

bring about better outcomes in students’ achievement.  

The aforementioned studies are examples of recent research conducted to 

improve grammar learning and teaching. They confirm the importance of 

grammar in English teaching and stress the continuous need for adopting new 

treatments to enhance grammar learning. In the present study the researcher 

suggests the use of the 5 E's instructional model for improving grammar 

learning. The model is discussed in detail in the following lines. 

2.2 The 5 E's Instructional Model 

 Origin of the 5 E's Model 

The 5 E's model is one of the most practical recommended models in the 

application of constructivist learning theory (Ozmen, 2004 and Ergin, 2006).  

It is built around a structured sequence and designed as a tangible and practical 

way for teachers to implement the constructivist theory. In other words, the 

model is based on constructivism which confirms that learners build or 

construct new ideas on top of their old ones. The origin of the model refers to 

1980s when Biological Science Curriculum Study (BSCS) Team, whose 

leader was Rodger Bybee designed a model based on constructivist thinking. 

They named the model the 5E's to represent all the stages and their numbers.  
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The 5E instructional model is predicated on inquiry based learning. In this 

model, instructors must work with their students, who will feel more 

motivated to learn when they feel supported by their instructors to generate 

thought-provoking questions and create hypotheses. The instructional model 

also promotes rational discussions as well as collaborative problem solving, 

which ultimately lead to understanding (Gillies, Nichols, Burgh, and Haynes, 

2012). 

Phases of the 5 E's Model 

The 5E's model is composed of five phases: Engagement, Exploration, 

Explanation, Elaboration, and Evaluation (Tinker, 1997; Lorsbach, 2004; 

Carin and Bass, 2005; Seker and Erdem, 2017). Rodger et al. (2006, p.2) 

describe the phases as follows: 1) Engagement, this is an introduction to let 

learners access prior knowledge and engage the new concept through short 

activities; 2) Exploration, learners will be provided with a common base of 

activities to seek out for which current concepts are identified and conceptual 

change is facilitated; 3) Explanation, learners will be provided with 

opportunities to demonstrate conceptual understanding or behaviors from the 

data collecting; 4) Elaboration, learners will challenge conceptual 

understanding through new experiences to develop understanding; and 5) 

Evaluation, the teacher evaluates student progress toward educational 

objectives. 

In the same concern, Senturk and Camliyer (2016, p.26) conclude that the 5E 

Learning cycle, developed by the BSCS group as one of the constructivist 
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approach models, consists of five phases; engagement, exploration, 

explanation, elaboration and evaluation. The following figure summarizes 

these phases: 

 

Figure1. Phases of the 5 E's Model 

 

(Source: Teacher Tube, 2018) 

As for the roles of both teacher and students during the learning process, 

the student plays an active role while the teacher is a guide as the focus is 

not on the product but on the process of learning. Evans (2004, p.27) 

confirms the role of the students during the phases. As In the instruction 

based on the 5E instructional model the students actively participate in the 

classes while studying, so taking on responsibilities. However, to help 

students achieve their role, the teacher has a responsibility. Teachers need 

more time for classroom preparation in order to implement the model. With 
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competent preparation, teachers achieve the benefit expected from the 

model. In this concern, Newby (2004) finds that the implementation of the 

5E instructional model renders students more comfortable in the learning 

environment and that their achievement levels increase when experiments 

are included in the lessons. 

Previous Research on the 5 E's Model 

Some of the positive behavior and skills achieved by using the 5E 

instructional model have been expressed in terms of attaining increased 

success in teaching using the model, helping students to retain better 

concepts in their minds, achieving the development of improved attitudes 

and behaviour toward lessons, developing reasoning skills and superior 

processing skills (Brown, Collins and Duguid, 1989; Lawson, Abraham, 

and Renner, 1989; Brooks and Brooks, 1993; Boddy, Watson and 

Aubusson, 2003). 

Some pioneering studies that used the model are as follows:  

The study of Moseley and Reinke (2002) in which researchers report that 

with the help of activities based on the 5E model, students have been able 

to discover concepts of science and associate these concepts with situations 

in real life as they implemented them.  

As for Balcı (2005), the researcher designed an instruction based on the 5E 

instructional model finding, at the end of the instruction, that students 

registered significant learning and exhibited conceptual changes 

independent of content.  
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Similarly, Ergin (2006) has made a comparison of students being exposed 

to the 5E model of instruction as opposed to those who have been taught 

by traditional methods, finding a significant positive difference in the 

group of students learning the material via the 5E model.  

In the study of, Liu, Peng, Wu and Lin (2009), they found that a student 

group exposed to the 5E model recorded improvements in their scientific 

knowledge and perceptions.  

Moreover, Yigit (2011) aimed to find out the effect of writing instruction 

based on the 5E Model on achievement and motivation. This study 

explored the probable effects of the 5E Model-based writing activities on 

promoting the achievement of students' writing skills in prep class students 

at Trakya University, School of Foreign Languages. According to the study 

results, the 5E Model-based Writing Instruction had a positive effect on 

promoting the students' writing skills and fostering motivation in writing.  

As for Jendeya (2015), the researcher investigated the Impact of 5E model 

on developing tenth graders' English grammar learning and their attitudes 

towards English. The findings revealed that there were significant 

differences in learning English grammar in favor of the experimental 

group, as the students presented better outcome. 

Concerning the study of Hu, Gao, and Liu (2017), the investigation target 

was novice teachers. This study investigated the effects of 5E instructional 

model on the teaching processes of novice teachers. First, researchers 

conducted a teaching design training project based on the 5E model for 40 
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novice teachers, and compared pre-texts of the teachers’ teaching process 

from before the training with post-texts obtained immediately following 

the training to determine whether the model can promote the teaching 

design process of novice teachers. Results found that the 5E model had a 

significant effect on the improvement and further development of the 

teaching processes among the novice teachers. 

In a new study applied by Siwawetkul and Koraneekij (2018), the 

researchers examined the effects of the use of a 5E instructional model 

on mobile technology to enhance the reasoning ability of lower primary 

school students. The results revealed that the model had positive effects on 

reasoning ability, intrinsic motivation, reasoning behaviors, and 

achievement. This study presents a new trend in the application of the 

model as it combines it with modern technology. 

There are various studies that used the 5E's model. These studies have been 

conducted for the purpose of investigating the impact of the 5E model on 

different school subjects and variables (Kanlı and Yagbasan, 2008; Ozturk, 

2008; Acisli, Yalcın and Turgut, 2011; Turgut and Gurbuz, 2011; Uzunoz, 

2011). According to Anil and Batdi (2015, p. 213), most of the research in 

international literature on the 5E instructional model has focused on 

students' academic achievement, their attitudes toward their lessons, 

conceptual changes and the adequacy of learning environments designed 

within the framework of the 5E model. Clearly, the model proved to be 

effective in various fields. Still, it is newly applied in English teaching 
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which motivated the researcher to examine its applicability and 

effectiveness in the TEFL class. 

3. Method 

3.1 Design of the Study 

The study was mainly qualitative in design, using a qualitative assessment 

questionnaire to which the subjects responded. They also provided 

information about the overall experience which allowed the researcher to 

gather rich and in depth data about how students improved as a result of 

applying the suggested treatment. 

3.2 Subjects of the Study 

Ten prospective teachers applied the suggested treatment on 125 EFL students 

(Secondary stage, year 1) in five secondary stage classes in Rofaida Alansary 

public school for girls located in Port Said. The study took place in the second 

term of the academic year 2018-2019. Prospective teachers used the 5E's 

instructional model to teach English grammar. In the carried out study, it was 

available for prospective teachers to apply the model during practicum and for 

the researcher to supervise prospective teachers. 

3.3 Study Instrument 

A qualitative assessment questionnaire designed by the researcher was used 

for investigating improvement in students' learning of grammar and for 

evaluating the application of the model in English teaching.  
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The Qualitative Assessment Questionnaire 

To investigate the impact of using the 5 E's instructional model on secondary 

stage students' grammar learning, prospective teachers were asked to assess 

the experience of using the 5E's instructional model in their teaching by 

responding to the assessment questionnaire. The questionnaire had two 

sections: section one to which prospective teachers responded by selecting the 

rate they see appropriate and section two in which they give their objective 

opinion by answering the open-ended questions. 

Section one was a 4-point scale in which (4) means fully agree, (3) means 

partially agree, (2) means neither agree nor disagree, and (1) means partially 

disagree. (For more details see Appendix A). The items included in this 

section investigated the model applicability, usefulness, and appropriateness 

to period time, number of students in the class, and students' mental level. 

Moreover, prospective teachers had to assess students' interaction during the 

lesson and students' participation in the evaluative questions at the end of the 

lesson. These two items were based basically on whole class observation and 

teacher's correction of students' answers of the evaluative in-class questions. 

It is worth to mention that prospective teachers were trained in the 

administration of the assessment technique in this study. The researcher 

presented sufficient illustration and modeling before allowing prospective 

teachers to apply class assessment. 

As for section two, prospective teachers were asked to answer these questions:  
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1-What were the challenges of using the 5E's instructional model in your 

class? 

2-Would you use the model in your teaching again? Elaborate for what 

purposes.   

Before using the questionnaire, it was presented to a panel of jury of 

specialists in English curriculum and instruction (N.3) and their comments 

were taken into consideration.  

During the administration of the questionnaire, at least two prospective 

teachers evaluated the teaching experience in the same class for more 

reliability.   

Moreover, two raters analyzed and evaluated prospective teachers' responses 

to the two sections of the questionnaire. 

3.3 Treatment of Learning Materials 

General Application Steps 

There were general steps followed by prospective teachers in their teaching 

using the model throughout practicum. The application procedures were based 

on five basic stages as follows: 

The engaging stage: Prospective teachers drew the students’ attention through 

asking questions about daily life or engaging students in an activity. The aim 

was to direct students to the topic and encourage them to inquire.  
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The exploring stage: Prospective teachers presented activities and models in 

this stage. Activities allowed students to have first-hand experience in the 

phenomena being observed. Models helped to build relevant experiences of 

the subject matter. Moreover, prospective teachers were facilitators of the 

communication process. The explanation stage: The students here are required 

to explain what they have learned by using their own words and by telling the 

results they reached.  

The elaborating stage: Prospective teachers encouraged the students to build 

and expand upon the knowledge learned in the previous stages. Students see 

new question types about the new taught knowledge and they are expected to 

give answers to these questions.  

The evaluation stage: Prospective teachers here catered for evaluating 

student's performance and determining that learning objectives have been 

achieved. Furthermore, they made sure there was not any misconception.  

Moreover, throughout their teaching, prospective teachers used further 

enhancements because the lessons based on the 5E's can be enhanced to be 

more effective. Games, computer supported applications, and audio visual 

aids made the lesson more interesting and more suitable for language teaching. 

Sample Lesson Plan  

Prospective teachers used the 5E's model for teaching grammar lessons. In 

unit eleven lesson two, the topic of the lesson was '' The past simple and past 

perfect''. The sample lesson plan of teaching this lesson using the model is 

presented in the following table: 
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Table1. Sample Lesson Plan for Teaching The Past Simple and Past 

Perfect Using the 5E's Instructional Model. 

Lesson Number Unit (11), lesson (2) 

SB page (67), WB page (66) 

The lesson Topic The Past Simple and Past Perfect 

Implementation Time 50 Minutes 

Stage Secondary Stage 

Learning Outcomes Using past simple and past perfect correctly in oral and 

written forms. 

Methods of Teaching Examination, Demonstration, Exploring, and  learning by 

doing (Included in the 5E's   instructional model.  

Stages Engaging, Exploring, Explaining, Elaborating, and 

Evaluating 

Engaging -Teacher writes the following sentence on the board: 

I had worked at Port Said preparatory school before I 

worked at Rofaida Alansary secondary school. 

-Teacher asks the student the following question:" Which 

school did I work at first?"  

-Teacher tells the students to write the answer, or the name 

of the school, in a sheet of paper. 

Exploring -Teacher asks students to raise the paper sheet to check their 

answers. 

-Teacher announces that the correct answer is " Port Said 

preparatory school" 

-Teacher asks students to write one sentence about their 

life. The sentence should contain two actions that happened 

in the past.  

- In pairs, students exchange information about past actions 

in their lives and answer the question:" Which is the earlier 

action?" 

-Teacher monitors students' discussion.  

Explaining -Teacher asks the students about the formation and usage of 

the two tenses. 

 - After students' thinking, teacher provides them with a 

clear explanation (structure and usage) of past simple and 

past perfect. 
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Lesson Number Unit (11), lesson (2) 

SB page (67), WB page (66) 

- Teacher explains that When two actions happen one after 

the other, they can use the past perfect for the action that 

happened first. 

Elaborating -Teacher writes the following sentences on the board, noting 

that there is an earlier action (action1)and a later 

action(action 2): 

• They said that I was not as good as them because I 

had come from a poorer family. 

• It was winter and I had read in that room every day 

for weeks. 

• My cousin John had not known I was there so when 

he saw me, he started to shout at me. 

• What a kind man he had been when I first moved 

there! 

• She had disliked me from the day that I arrived at 

Gateshead Hall. 

-Teacher gives the students chance to use their knowledge 

and number the actions. 

- Teacher discusses students' answers and presents further 

elaboration. 

Evaluating -Teacher evaluates students' understanding of the topic of 

the lesson and their ability to use past simple and past 

perfect correctly.  

-Teacher assesses students' discussion with concluding 

comments. 

Other lesson plans applied by prospective teachers in teaching grammar are 

available with the researcher upon request.  

 

 

4. Results and Discussion 
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Results of the study revealed the significance of the model application in the 

TEFL class for teaching grammar. The average of agreement percentage for 

each of the questionnaire items was as follows: 

Table2. Section One Results of the Qualitative Assessment Questionnaire 

N Item Agreement Percentage 

1  Model applicability in TEFL class. 100% 

2 Model usefulness for grammar teaching. 87,5% 

3 Model application appropriateness to the period 

time. 

83% 

4 Model application appropriateness to the number 

of the students in the class. 

79% 

5 Model application appropriateness to the student's 

mental level  

66% 

6 Model achievement of the lesson objectives. 79% 

7 Positive interaction of the students during the 

lesson.( Accurate recording of participants and 

responses was required) 

83% 

8  Correctness of students' answers to evaluative 

questions. ( collection, correction, and evaluation 

of students' written answers were required) 

87.5% 

As shown in the previous table, calculating the average score given by 

prospective teachers for each item supports the positive impact of the model 

for teaching grammar. In other words, prospective teachers gave significant 

score of the qualitative assessment questionnaire items proving that the model 

application is significance. 

Moreover, recording prospective teachers' responses to the open ended 

questions revealed the following results: 

The challenges of using the 5E's instructional model were: 
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- Individual differences affected the smooth application of the model. For 

example, some students had difficulty creating their own sentences 

which required repetition and further elaboration. 

- Time limit presented a challenge for prospective teachers who were 

responsible to go through five phases and achieve lesson objectives. 

- Passivity of some students, although they understood the rules, created 

a challenge in smooth application and class evaluation. 

The repetition of model application and purposes were: 

- All prospective teachers agreed to use the model in their teaching again. 

Furthermore, they reported that they will use it definitely in grammar 

lessons and in other lessons rather than grammar. Some of the purposes, 

as they mentioned, were: practicing conversation, running up 

discussion in the target language, and illustrating the meaning of 

difficult vocabulary. 

The researcher actually recommended similar educational applications for the 

model such as using the model to improve communication in the TEFL 

classroom and applying the model to teach new concepts or make a conceptual 

change. The researcher presented the rational and the sample lesson plan for 

these applications. (For more details about additional educational 

applications, see Appendix B). 

The result of the study coincides with the findings of Obaid (2010), El-Tanani 

(2011), Ishtawi (2011), Yolgaeldili and Arikan (2011), Abu Shagga (2014), 

and Saker (2015).The present study and the aforementioned proved to be 
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effective in improving grammar of English language learners. The difference 

was that the present study sought the improvement of grammar learning as 

well as grammar teaching. The study aimed at improving grammar learning 

of secondary stage students and developing prospective teacher's 

administration of grammar lessons through a new suggested treatment. 

Moreover, the result of the study coincides with the findings of Reinke (2002), 

Balcı (2005), Ergin (2006), Yigit (2011), Jendeya (2015), and Siwawetkul and 

Koraneekij (2018). These studies, as well as the present one, achieved various 

educational purposes by applying the 5E's instructional model. 

Apparently, in the light of the study results, a different view of the model in 

the field of teaching English can be formed. It was rarely used in the TEFL 

class although well used purposefully in scientific subjects. Although as any 

new treatment, teachers needed proper time to fully understand the model 

stages and form the teaching sequence of how to apply the model in their 

classes, they recorded a positive assessment on model application.  

5. Conclusion and Implications 

While there are many studies on the 5E's instructional model, the majority 

of these studies are on science education. The primary purpose of this study 

was to evaluate the use of the 5 E's model as a new teaching model in TEFL 

classes. For teaching grammar to secondary stage students, the model 

proved useful and applicable as revealed in the results of the qualitative 

assessment questionnaire applied in the present study. However, it is 

important to mention that the results of the study are limited by the sample 

size and the instrument used. 
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 Researchers and English teachers, who want to study the model and 

examine its effectiveness in the field of teaching English, can benefit from 

the theoretical background, the rationale, and the suggested sample 

teaching plan in this study that recommended the application of a new 

constructivist approach-based model in the field of teaching English for 

different educational purposes.  
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